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ABSTRACT. The a nnual layer thickness profil es along three 400 m ice cores a re transferred in to 
accumula tion-ra te records. A linear d ecrease of 3± 2% per millenium is found in m id-G reenla nd. Inter
media te-term (periods longer than 120 years) d eviations from the linear trend lines a re less than 5% in mid
G reenla nd, but reach I I % a t Dye 3 a round A .D . 1700 a nd 1400. Short-term (period s between 120 a nd 30 
yea rs) oscilla tions a re genera ll y in phase a t Milcent and Crete. 

R EsuME. Telldances seclllaires des vitesses d 'accumlllation /Jour trois sta tions groenlal1daises. L es profi ls d 'epa isseur 
des nivea ux a nnuels le long de 400 m d e t ro is carottes de glace so n t tra nsformes en registrements d e vi tesse 
d 'accumulation. On trouve une diminu tio n linea ire de 3± 2% par m illena ire d a ns le centre du Groenla nd . 
De va ria tions de dun~e intermediaire (pe riod es de duree super ieure it 120 a ns) a utour de cette tenda nce 
lineaire sont de moins d e 5% dans le centre du Groenland mais a tteignent I I % it D ye 3 autour des a n nees 
1700 it 1400 de notre ere. D es oscillations d e duree courte (period es entre 120 et 30 ans) sont en genera l en 
phase it Mi lcent e t a C re te. 

Z USA MM ENFASSUNG. D er sakulare Verlm!! der Akklllllulationsraten bei drei Griil1landstationen. Die Dickenprofile 
d er J a hresschich ten la ngs d reier 400 m Bohrkerne werden in Akku mula tionsra ten umgerechnet. In 
Mi ttel-G ronla nd erg ibt sich eine lineare A bna hme von 3 ± 2% pro J ahrtausend . Mi ttelperiodische (Uber 
mehr a ls 120 J ahre) A bweichungcn vom linea ren Verlauf sind geringer als 5% in l\1ittel-Gronland, er reichen 
a ber II % bei Dye 3 um die J ahre 1700 unci 1400. Kurzperioclische (zwische n 120 und 30 J a h ren ) 
Sch wa nkungen in Mi lcent u nd Crete weisen im allgemcinen G leieh zeitigkeit auf. 

A YEAR-RY-YEAR dating of an ice core is identical with esta blishing a record of in situ a nnua l 
layer thicknesses that can be turned into a n accumula tion-ra te record by correcting for ( I ) 
density varialions, (2) accumula tion-rate devia tions up-stream, and (3) to tal vertical strain 
since the time of deposition. The first correction never causes any problem , a nd the second 
one is zero a t the summit of an ice shee t a nd usually negligible close to ice divides . In other 
cases, up-stream varia tions in annual accumulation All must be corrected for by using the 
present surface distribution. 

As to the total vertical strain of a given annual layer a t a considera ble distance from the 
bottom , it may be calcula ted from a directly measured surface strain-ra te if i t is reasona ble 
to assume a constant vertical strain-rate since the time of deposition. Otherwise, the correc
tion implies two- or three-dimensional flow modelling. 

H ammer and others (1978) have m easured annua l la yer thicknesses, mainly by 8(1 80 ) 
analyses a long three 400 m ice cores r ecovered under the Greenland I ce Sheet Progra m 
(GISP) from Crete (on the ice divide) and Milcent in mid-Greenland , and from Dye 3 in 
South Greenland (see fi gure 4 facing p. 12) . Below, their da ta will b e transformed into 
series of a ccumulation-rates as outlined above. 

Long-term trends. A surface strain ne t h as been measured at Crete by K a rsten and Stober 
(1975) . Using their raw da ta, we find the vertical surface strain-ra te Elf to be - 1.32 X 10- 4 

and - 1.14 X 10- 4 a- I up to 8 km east a nd west of the ice divide, respectively. The average 
value, ill = - 1.23 X 10- 4 a- I, is assumed to have been constant throughout the last 1 426 
years spanned by the Crete 8 record. Correcting the I 426 a nnual layer thicknesses accordingly 
leads to a All time series, which shows a small linear trend of - 4±2 % p er millenium, the 
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mean AH value through the last millenium being (0.28g ± o.002) m of ice per year, * the 
uncertainty including an estimated dating error of 0.5 %. 

Unfortunately, no data for calculating surface strain-rates are available from Milcent. 
Instead, we assume that the flow pattern up-slope from Milcent is consistent with H ammer 
and others' (1978, p. 7) equation (2), h being proportional to the ice thickness H that has 
been measured by radio-echo sounding (private communication from P. Gudmandsen). 
Philberth and Federer's (197 I) procedure leads to an estimate of h = 330 m at Milcent, 
which is most likely to be an upper limit for h, since orientation of the c-axis in favour of easy 
glide has not been allowed for . A two-dimensional flow model is then used to interpret the 
measured A-profile in terms of accumulation rates a t the up-slope sites of formation of the 
individual core layers. These accumulation ra tes are finally compared to the present up-slope 
AH values (using Benson's ( lg62) AH gradients combined with our own surface AH mean 
values at Milcent and Crete), and the relative deviations are interpreted as a climatic informa
tion. Assuming 0 < h < 330 m, the linear AH trend comes out as (0. 0±3.5) % per millennium, 
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Fig. I . Accumulation-rate records from three Greenlalld ice-sheet statiolls, determined mainly from seasonal 1>(180) cycles. The 
annual accumulation data series have been smoothed by digital low-pass filters with cut-off periods qf I 20 years (heavy curves ) 
and 30 years (thin curves ). 

• Dividing the mean IIH value by the ice thickness H = 3 150 m (Gudmandsen, 1973), gives a mean vertical 
strain-rate of; = -0.914 X 10-4 a- I through the last millennium, i.e. 74% of i H • If we assume a horizontal 
velocity profile of the type given by Hammer and others (1978, p. 22, equation (10) ), i /iH can be shown to be 
equal to p/(p+ I ), i.e. p = 2.9 for i / iH = 0.74, which is much less than the p-value (c. 10) that appears by 
integrating Glen's law at Crete. This may reflect the dominance of longitudinal stresses close to an ice divide. 
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which does not disagree with the (-4 ± 2) % obtained independently, practically speaking, with the Crete data . The relatively high uncertainty is due, first to the Milcent A/-J series being shorter and, secondly, to the vertical strain and the up-slope AH corrections being more complicated than in the case of Crete. The weighted m ean linear trend in mid-Greenland is thus (-3 ± 2) % per m illenium. The mean AH value through the last 796 years has been (0.S40 ± 0.004) m ice a - I at Milcent. 
At D ye 3, either of the procedures described above is even more inaccurate, because (i) no surface strain data are available, (ii) the up-slope AH gradient is not well known, and (iii) the variability of the measured A profile is high. T his induces a high standard error on the long-term A/-J trend tha t can only be given as (+ 2 ± 6) % per millenium, assuming o < h < 400 m. Accordingly, the mean A/-J value throug h the last 728 years, has been (0.S3S ± 0.0IS) m ice a - I at Dye 3. 
Intermediate-term variations. In Figure I , the heavy curves show AH time series from Dye 3, Milcent a nd Crete. The linear trends have been removed , and the residuals have been smoothed by a low-pass digital filter that r emoves all AH osci llations with periods shorter tha n 120 years. The AH scales have been chosen so that a given amplitude corresponds to the same relative deviation from the mean in each curve. Maximum deviation from the long-term trend lines is I 1%, S % a nd 4%, respectively. 
There is an obvious correlation between M ilcent and Crete prior to A.D. 1800 and between all three curves prior to A.D. 1600. After A.D. 1600, Dye 3 and Milcent vary in antiphase. Any attempt to explain these va riations should account for the facts (i) that the bulk of snowfall comes from south-eas t at Dye 3, but from south-west at Milcent, whereas Crete probably receives precipitation from either direction, and (ii) that the increasing occurrence of sea ice in the seventeenth century may have changed the general circulation pattern in the polar atmosphel·e. 
No obvious correlation exists between the smoothed 0 (to be published elsewhere) and A/-J series. For example, the Dye 3 0 curve contains a broad minimum from A.D. ISOO to 1700, corresponding to the culmination of the " little ice age", whereas AH at D ye 3 decreases somewhat from A.D. IS50 to 1720. A possible explanation migh t be that in this period an increasing percentage of the cyclones moved into D avis Strait instead of going east of 
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Fig. 2. Cross-correlation cotifJiciellts r between anllual accumulation values at Milcellt and Crete (top ) alld between the correspOllding allllual mean () values (below) A .D. 1177- I276jor time lags between -21 and + 21 years. Only zero time lag gives sigllificant r·values jor both the All and the () series, indicating cOllcordallt time scales alollg the two cores through the earliest celltury represented ill the Milcent core. Similar checks were peiformedfor the subsequent cellturies. 
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Greenland. This is consistent with the maximum of accumulation a t Milcent around A .D. 

1700. 
Short-term variations. The thin curves in Figure 1 depict the AB series smoothed by a 30 

year low-pass digital filter. The deviations from the heavy curves correspond to AB series 
smoothed by a band-pass filter transmitting oscilla tions in the 30 to 120 year r a nge. T hese 
devia tions are in close correlation for Milcent and Crete : R = 0.69, significa nt a t the 
p > 99 % level with an estima ted number of degrees of freedom n = 25 (supported by 
coherence calcula tions). The D ye 3 short-term devia tions are less correla ted with those at 
Milcent (R = 0.30 ; P > 80% ) and Crete (R = 0.50; P > 95 % ). Nevertheless, the Milcent 
and Crete short-term curves a re occasionally out of phase, for example around A.D. 1900, the 
sixteenth century, and A .D. 1180- 1280, where the phase shift corresponds to 15 years. This 
should not be ascribed to dating errors: Looking a t the time interval A. D . 1 177- 1276, Figure 2 
shows cross-correla tion coefficients r between the Milcent and Crete annual AH series (upper 
section) and m ean annual 15 series (lower section), plotted as functions of imposed time lags 
between the series ranging from - 24 to + 24 years. The standard devia tion of r is o. I. 
Only zero time Jag gives significant r-values in both series . We consider this as strong 
evidence that the Milcent and Crete time scales do not deviate from each other in the interval 
A. D . 1177- 1276 a nd, consequently, that the phase difference between the intermediate-term 
AB oscillations of up to 15 years is real. 
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